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Netcong Students  

 

     Mrs. Evans has spent time this year teaching her students about the federal government so her students would 

understand more about the Presidential Election this past November.  After the inauguration in January, which 

her students watched most of, she thought how great it would be to offer some insight into how her student's 

own town government works.  In order to do that, she invited the mayor of Netcong and Mine Hill to visit her 

class in what she referred to as " A local Mayoral Town Hall."   

 

     Mayor Joe Nametko from Netcong and Mayor Sam Morris from Mine HIll visited a combination of Mrs. 

Evans, and one of Mr. Chiappeli's eighth grade classes on Friday February 17th to offer their insight into town 

government.  The students were each given turns to stand up and ask each mayor questions that they had written 

about topics like " what are the positive and negatives about being mayor?"  " Would you ever consider running 

for a higher office? " Do you have a body guard?"  The mayors spent about 45 minutes answering questions 

from the students and as the time ended, enjoyed some refreshments while they continued to ask the mayors 

more questions.   

 

    Mr Chiappeli was happy to include his student's in this visit because he said" It was like bringing a live civics 

lesson to the classroom. " 
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Mrs. Evans and her class with Netcong Mayor Joe Nametko and Mine Hill Mayor Sam Morris 
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Students Logan Alles and Matthew Urquhart escort Mayor Nametko 
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Mine Hill Mayor Sam Morris and Netcong Mayor Joe Nametko 
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